Dealer Management System for a Malaysian
Auto Manufacturer
HTC’s Solution

Challenge
An automobile manufacturer in
Malaysia was manually handling
procurement, sales, distribution, and
service transactions between its
distributors, dealers, and end
customers.
The
difficulties
in
manually managing these operations
prompted the company to automate
their dealer management activities.
The company contracted HTC to
develop a web based Dealer
Management System (DMS) for
automating the dealer management
activities.

HTC performed the requirements analysis, design, development, testing, and
implementation of the web-based Dealer Management System. The Dealer
Management System (DMS) comprises of four major modules namely, Vesales, V-eDistribution, V-eService, and Spare Parts Sales. The details of
the modules and their functionalities are given below:
V-eSales: Manages the business processes between the customer and their
distributors / dealer networks by automating Sales Forecast, Vehicle Order,
Delivery/Branch Vehicle Ordering (Ad Hoc), Normal Branch Vehicle Sales,
and Incentives and Commission.
V-eDistribution: Manages the back office business processes for
distributors, which include issuing vehicle receipts, inspecting vehicle orders,
inspecting check lists, maintaining inspection results, matching invoices,
maintaining vehicle inventory summary, adjusting the inventory, managing
vehicle accessories parts lists, and tracking jobs. This module also manages
general purchasing activities such as purchase requisitions, purchase orders,
and purchase receipts.
V- eService: Manages vehicle service activities such as service bookings,
creating service orders, assigning service jobs, monitoring the job status,
issuing spare parts, handling warranty claims, generating invoices, and
managing payments.
Spare Parts Sales: Manages the procurement and sales of spare parts (SP)
between suppliers, distributors, and dealers and consists of sub modules
such as SP Procurement, SP Sales, and SP Sales to End Customers.

Benefits


Enabled online tracking of invoices and purchase orders



Reduced the lead time for procurement



Significant cost savings by eliminating paper work



Better customer service to distributors, dealers, and end customers



Better visibility of the procurement, sales, distribution, and service
functions



Tailored the planning, budgeting, procurement, inventory management,
and service operations
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